
dear friend, 

I have signed up as a River Run Farm Produce Angel

for the 2019 CSA season. I will be driving to the

pick-up site every week and have space in my vehicle

to bring your CSA box back to your neighborhood. 

 

My goal is to share my love of awesome, nutritious

vegetables and get to lower the environmental

impact by only having a single vehicle travel to pick-

up the CSA boxes. I want to build community

around a love of good food! 

 

This program excites me because it not only fits with

the values of good produce but how I want to run our

community and live my life. I think this is a unique

and delicious way to engage with our community and

hope you do too!

 

Join our Farm-ily!

join river run farms

River Run Farm offers a CSA that runs for 22 weeks

from June 12 to November 6 with a weekly delivery

on Wednesdays in Seattle. CSA stands for

community supported agriculture; it is a relationship

between the farm and its farmers with food-eaters.

 

It is an opportunity to “buy in”, become a member of

our farm, and reap the benefits that eating from the

land has to offer. Join and commit to a process that

is better for you, your family’s health, and our

environment.

 

Our full CSA  costs less than $30 total per week and

will feed your and your family ($645 total). We also

offer a Farm Share-Mini. With support from our

community we take care of

the soil, grow the food, and harvest the bounty for

the health of everyone involved.

produce angel
program



Get in touch

You can sign up for a Full Farm Share or Farm

Share-Mini on River Run Farm's Website: 

www.riverrun.farm/produce-angels

join river run farms

produce angel
program

Our CSA is a way for our community to access the

freshest and most health-giving food possible. It is a

healing package of food that I, your Produce Angel,

will deliver to you weekly on behalf of the farm. This

way you can receive produce without having to make

any trips to the grocer or make any decisions.

You can Learn More about the farm and get in touch

with the farmers using the information below:

farmshare@riverrun.farm

riverrun.farm

 

riverrunfarmsequim

@riverrunfarm_sequim


